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Interview with Haysam AHMED

PhD student at the University of Calabria
Italy

Welcome in the BIOART project Haysam.
What is your PhD project about? What
objectives do you have to reach?
The title of my PhD project is “Membrane
bioartificial liver device using progenitor cells
or induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS)”.
The general theme of the project is to
develop an extracorporeal bioartificial liver to
serve as a temporary support for liver failure
patients until they can get a liver transplantation.
I am dealing with the biological aspect of
the project. My main goals are to find the
best microenvironment for hepatocytes to
survive and function as long as possible, as

“I was born and raised in
Alexandria, Egypt. I studied Pharmaceutical Sciences in the University of
Alexandria, where I earned my Bachelor’s degree. Afterwards, I worked for a
while as a community pharmacist then
went for a couple of internships in Pharmaceutical companies.
However, I was interested in more cutting-edge therapeutics. That’s when I
pursued master’s studies in pharmaceutical biotechnology in Germany.

close as possible to the in-vivo situation, and
to develop a protocol for the differentiation
of stem cells into functional hepatocyte-like
cells.

What is the best thing about undertaking
a PhD? How challenging is it?
The best thing about it is the freedom to
plan and execute my experiments according
to the ideas I get when reading literature.
I gain a lot of experience via learning a lot
of new techniques that would help me advance in my career. The challenging part
about taking a PhD I would say is trying to

During my studies, I grew fonder of the

find a compromise between the experiments

field and decided to undertake a PhD in

you want to carry out and the time you have.

a related topic. That’s when I found the

Working with primary human liver cells

Bioart project. I was captivated by the
aim of the research and decided to go

poses many problems due to limited supply
and high price of these cells, unlike animal

”

for it.
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cells or even other types of human cells

of Calabria, I think that there is a room for

(such as skin cells for instance). There’s

improvement in this regard since the majo-

also the long time needed to carry out an

rity of events organized were in Italian. I did

experiment, so I need to think about which

address this issue with my supervisor and

experiments are the most important and try

she assured me that she would talk to the

to fit as many experiments as possible into

PhD program coordinator to try to organize

one to get as many data as possible in the

more events in English in relevant fields.

time available.

Concerning the training, so far it has been
going slowly, but I agreed with my supervisor

You participated in BIOART’s meeting

and training sessions in January 2014.
What did you learn there?
That was an amazing experience I have
to say. I liked everything about it, the
University was very nice and well equipped; the talks were very interesting even
though they were mainly about kidney
bioartificial devices, but I surely got some
ideas that I would try to implement into my
field of research. What I liked most about
the event is the fact that I felt as a part of
a European project in the sense that I am
not just carrying out a PhD project in one
University, rather I felt as a part of a bigger
project involving many brilliant “bioartists”
as we like to be called. One thing that I
would have liked is more practical events;
rather than just attending lectures talking

to be involved in more intensive training in
the coming few months.

What is appealing to you in being a
researcher?
Being a researcher, for me, is all about
finding solutions to problems; and the harder
the problem and the more people it affects,
the more appealing research becomes to me.
That’s why I find this research project highly
interesting because the problem it tackles
affects many people and solving it, even
partially, would mean a lot for many patients.
Also, seeing how different scientists think and
approach problems certainly broadens my
horizons.

Thanks for answering my questions
Haysam, and all the best for your PhD!

about different techniques and equipment,
It would have been interesting, at least for
me, to have had one or two days in which
we saw the actual techniques and equip-

BIOART in brief
BIOART is a Marie Curie Initial Training Network

ment in use. This is a suggestion that I will
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make in the next workshop and I hope it
can be implemented in future workshops.

Did you attend any other workshop or
conference since January, or get specific training?
Regarding conferences, I am planning to
attend a couple of them during my second
and third years of PhD. As for workshops
and seminars organized by the University
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